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Abstract
With an assumption that in the Yang-Mills Lagrangian, a left-handed fermion and
a right-handed fermion both expressed as the quaternion makes an octonion, and the
gauge field can be treated as self-dual, we calculate the axial current and two vec-
tor currents triangle diagram of Bardeen, which yields the contribution of the axial
anomaly.
The octonion possesses the triality symmetry, and there are 5 symmetry operations
Gij and Gijk (ijk = 123), in which mixing of spinors and vectors occur. G23 does
not mix vectors and spinors, but mismatch of the spinor and vector fields occurs.
Hence, electro magnetic (EM) wave emitted from galaxies transformed by the five
transformations would not be detected by EM detectors in our galaxy, and the source
would be regarded as dark matter.
The axial anomaly appears as a reflection of the symmetry of the matter field and
not as a reflection of the symmetry of the pure vacuum, which is consistent with recent
arguments on condensates and confinement.
∗
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1 Introduction
In the infrared field theory, instanton or topological effect in the QCD is important. The
QCD running coupling constant a(Q2) = αs(Q
2)/π at large Q2 is parametrized as
a(Q2) ∼
β0
log(Q2/Λ2)
where β0 =
1
4
(11−
2
3
Nf ) and Λ is the QCD scale. The QCD β function is defined as
β(a) = Q2
da
dQ2
= −β0a
2 − β1a
3 + · · · = −β0a
2(1 + ca+ ca2 + · · · )
At Nf = 16.5, β0 becomes 0, and at Nf ∼ 8, c =
β1
β0
=
1
4β0
[102−
38
3
Nf ] becomes 0.
At low energy, perturbative approach
aR(Q
2) = a(µ2) + r1a(µ
2)2 + r2a(µ
2)3 + · · ·
is not promising, and Brodsky, Lepage and Mackenzie(BLM)[1] introduced a scale dependent
expansion scheme
aR(Q
2) = a(k20) + c1a(k
2
1)
2 + c2a(k
2
2)
3 + · · ·
where k2i are different scales proportional to the external scale Q
2. Coefficients a(k2) are
assumed to satisfy the renormalization equation
da(k2)
d log k2
= −(β0a(k
2)2 + β1a(k
2)3 + β2a(k
2)4 + · · · )
In the region where c1 is close to zero, a conformal window could open and the infrared
fixed point that controls physics in this energy region could appear. BLM considered the
region where c1 is small, and incorporated Nf dependence in the choice of k
2
0, k
2
1 and k
2
3
etc. and βi are taken to be Nf independent. Grunberg[3] also defined expansion of β(a)
appropriate for the low-energy physics, which is called effective charge method(ECH), and
Gardi et al.[5] showed that presence of infrared fixed point is possible when Nf > 5. Relations
between observables and the infrared fixed point and scheme dependence are investigated
also in [4], and freezing for NF ≥ 5 was suggested.
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Banks and Zaks(BZ)[7] solved the equation β(a) = 0 for some Nf such that β0 is small
and β1 is negative and defined aFP = −β0/β1. With the expansion parameter
a0 = −
β0
β1|β0=0
=
β0
−β1,0
(1)
aR(Q
2) is expanded as polynomials of an0 . Based on this perturbative expansion, Appelquist
et al.[8] performed a lattice simulation of QCD running coupling in the Schroedinger func-
tional(SF) scheme. They found that large numbers of flavors are necessary for making the
running coupling in the infrared insensitive to the momentum squared. They concluded that
for a presence of an infrared fixed point Nf ∼ 12 is necessary.
The conformal window of QCD Nf
c ≃ 8 was claimes also in the staggered fermion
lattice simulation[9] and in full QCD lattice simulation[10]. In the case of staggered fermion,
spontaneous simmetry breaking of single-site shift symmetry S4[11] was considered and in
the full QCD lattice simulation, Landau gauge fixing was adopted[12].
Brodsky et al.[13] investigated the relation between the conformal effect and the infrared
fixed point of QCD. The renormalization scheme of BLM[1] is based on the MOM scheme,
and measurable quantities ρ is expanded in powers of effective running coupling as
ρ = C0αs(Q
∗)[1 + C∗1
αs(Q
∗)
π
+ · · · ] (2)
where C∗1 and Q
∗ are NF independent.
A lattice simulation of QCD running coupling in the momentum subtraction scheme(MOM)[14]
suggests that the system of NF = 2 + 1 is not far from the conformal window. The critical
flavor number of QCD for a presence of the conformal window calculated in the Banks-Zaks
expansion was 4 ≤ N∗f ≤ 6 and Nf/Nc = 3/2 [6]. The electron scattering data [15] also
suggests proximity of the infrared fixed point. In the SF scheme, matching of coordinate
space wave function in different scales is performed, and the large flavor number Nf nec-
essary for the presence of a conformal window. In [17], we investigated the symmetry of a
four-component spinor which is transformed by an octonion, which is a combination of two
3
quaternions. An octonion has the triality symmetry and the matching of in the SF scheme
could be the matching of both flavor and the triality.
In the nature, there could be a massless gauge boson which is a combination of a photon
and a gluon, but electron sees the photon part only[18]. Photons and gluons could have
qualitative differences. In QED, we assume that the electro magnetic interaction breaks the
triality symmetry, and leptons interacts with photons or gamma rays in the same triality
sector. Photons or gamma lays in different triality sector than that of electrons in the
detector will be regarded as the dark matter.
When the triality symmetry of leptons are broken, one can produce two degenerate light
leptons and one heavy lepton, which belong to a different triality sectors[17]. In the strong
interaction, no triality selection rules are expected, and the strong interaction of hadrons
will not be modified.
The triality symmetry and the number of flavors is important also in neutrino oscillation
in reactor and in astrophysics. In the analysis of reactor experiment data of neutrino oscilla-
tion, 3+2 flavor model[19] was successful. In order to explain the diffuse 1 ∼ 10MeV gamma
ray emission and the 511 keV line flux from the Galactic bulge[20], a decay of weakly inter-
acting massive particle (WIMP) dark matter is proposed[21]. As a candidate of the WIMP
dark matter, a brane world model with large extra dimensions, massive neutrinos etc. are
proposed. Recent observation of the shape of Milky way halo suggests that the dark matter
is warm, and its mass is around 10keV. The result excludes sterile neutrino as the WIMP.
Neutrinos and leptons are represented by spinors. The transformation of a two-component
spinor is expressed by a quaternion, and a four component spinor whose transformation is
expressed by a sum of two quaternions can transform as an octonion, which has the triality
symmetry. The neutrinos in a different triality sector could have different mass. Neutrino
in a different triality sector than that of corresponding lepton would become the warm dark
matter.
4
2 Triality symmetry of octonion
The four component Dirac spinor is a combination of two two-component spinors each trans-
forms by quaternions. E´. Cartan[24] defined, using semi-spinors of an even number of indices
ξeven := ξ12, ξ23, ξ34, ξ13, ξ24, ξ14, ξ1234, ξ0
and semi-spinors of an odd number of indices
ξodd := ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ234, ξ134, ξ124, ξ123,
four bases of spinors
A = ξ14σx + ξ24σy + ξ34σz + ξ0I
B = ξ23σx + ξ31σy + ξ12σz + ξ1234I
C = ξ1σx + ξ2σy + ξ3σz + ξ4I
D = ξ234σx + ξ314σy + ξ124σz + ξ123I (3)
and two bases of vectors
E = x1i+ x2j + x3k + x4I
E ′ = x′1i + x
′
2j + x
′
3k + x
′
4I. (4)
He studied a superspace transformations G, which makes the trilinear form
F = tφCXψ = x1(ξ12ξ314 − ξ31ξ124 − ξ14ξ123 + ξ1234ξ1)
+x2(ξ23ξ124 − ξ12ξ234 − ξ24ξ123 + ξ1234ξ2)
+x3(ξ31ξ234 − ξ23ξ314 − ξ34ξ123 + ξ1234ξ3)
+x4(−ξ14ξ234 − ξ24ξ314 − ξ34ξ124 + ξ1234ξ4)
+x1
′
(−ξ0ξ234 + ξ23ξ4 − ξ24ξ3 + ξ34ξ2)
+x2
′
(−ξ0ξ314 + ξ31ξ4 − ξ34ξ1 + ξ14ξ3)
+x3
′
(−ξ0ξ124 + ξ12ξ4 − ξ14ξ2 + ξ24ξ1)
+x4
′
(ξ0ξ123 − ξ23ξ1 − ξ31ξ2 − ξ12ξ3)
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and scalar products
F = x1x
′
1 + x2x
′
2 + x3x
′
3 + x4x
′
4
Φ = ξ0ξ1234 − ξ23ξ14 − ξ31ξ24 − ξ12ξ34
Ψ = −ξ1ξ234 − ξ2ξ314 − ξ3ξ124 + ξ4ξ123
(5)
invariant.
Dirac Fermions are expressed as η =

 A
B

 and χ =

 C
D

.
There are 5 superspace transformations G23, G12, G13, G123 and G132, whose operation on
spinors and vectors are given in Tab.1 and 2.
G23 G12 G13
A→ (C1, C2, C3, C4) A→ (x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3, x4) A→ (A1, A2, A3, B4)
B → (D1, D2, D3, D4) B → (x1, x2, x3, x
′
4) B → (B1, B2, B3, A4)
C → (A1, A2, A3, A4) C → (C1, C2, C3, D4) C → (x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3, x4)
D → (B1, B2, B3, B4) D → (D1, D2, D3, C4) D → (x1, x2, x3, x
′
4)
E → (x1, x2, x3, x
′
4) E → (B1, B2, B3, A4) E → (D1, D2, D3, D4)
E ′ → (x′1, x
′
2, x
′
3, x4) E
′ → (A1, A2, A3, B4) E
′ → (C1, C2, C3, C4)
G123 G132
A→ (x′1, x
′
2, x
′
3, x
′
4) A→ (C1, C2, C3, D4)
B → (x1, x2, x3, x4) B → (D1, D2, D3, C4)
C → (A1, A2, A3, B4) C → (x
′
1, x
′
2, x3,
′ x4)
D → (B1, B2, B3, A4) D → (x1, x2, x3, x
′
4)
E → (D1, D2, D3, C4) E → (B1, B2, B3, B4)
E ′ → (C1, C2, C3, D4) E
′ → (A1, A2, A3, A4)
Except for G23, transformation of spinors to vectors and vectors to spinors occur. I
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consider the invariant trilinear form in the coupling of fermions and vector particles. On
S4 = R4∪{∞}, one can define stereographic projections from the north pole FN : S
4−{N =
(0, 0, 0, 1)} and FS : S
4 − {S = (0, 0, 0,−1)} Cover S4 by two hemispheres U+ and U− with
the overlap U+ ∩ U− = S
3 × [−ǫ, ǫ] and one can define the instanton.
The Dirac fermions t(φ, cφ, ψ, cψ) is transformed by G23 to Dirac fermions whose second
pair is the complex conjugate of the first pair multiplied by -1.
G23


φ
cφ
ψ
cψ


=


ψ
cψ
−φ∗
−cφ∗


We put ψ ∼ e−ikx+iEt on the U+ and−φ
∗ ∼ −e−ikx−iEt on the U− and assume the transformed
U+ ∩ U− appears as an instanton in our world and the rest appear as the dark matter due
to mismatch of phases.
3 Axial anomaly and triality symmetry
In 1969, Bardeen[30] showed that the vector and axial vector currents associated with the
external vector and axial vector fields satisfies anomalous ward identities, and derived the
explicit logarithmically divergent four-vertex loop contribution. In the Standard Model, EM
anomaly of the axial isovector current[2]
∂µj
µ53 = −
e2
16π2
ǫαβµνFαβFµν
1
2
where superfix 3 is the index in the isospin space. The non-abelian chiral anomaly is derived
from the D = 4 field lagrangian[2]
L = ψ¯Liγ
µ(∂µ − iA
i
Lµλi)ψL + ψ¯Riγ
µ(∂µ − iA
i
Rµλi)ψR (6)
where Aiµ = V
i
µ +A
i
µγ5.
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The quantum action functional W (A) expressed by
eiW (Aµ) =
∫
DψDψ¯ei
∫
Ld4x
satisfies under the transformation
ψ(x)→ eiθ
i(x)λiγ5ψ(x)
the anomalous Ward identity
δW [Aθµ]
δθi(x)
|θi(x)=0 = Gi(x)
According to Wess and Zumino [31], the identity is expressed as
∂µ
δ
δAµi
+ (Aµ ×
δ
δAµ
)iW = Gi(A)
The anomaly under SU(3)× SU(3) symmetry has the form
DµJµi = −
1
24π2
tr[λi∂µǫµνρσ(A
ν∂ρAσ +
1
2
AνAρAσ)]. (7)
I consider gauge configurations in Coulomb gauge and consider
D0J0i = −
1
24π2
tr[λi∂0ǫ0klm(A
k∂lAm +
1
2
AkAlAm)] (8)
where k, l,m = 1, 2, 3.
The coupling of the anomaly to J5a0 = ψ¯T
aγ0γ5ψ is,
D0J50 = −
1
4π2
ǫ0νρσTr[{T a[
1
4
V4νVρσ +
1
12
A4νAρσ
+
2i
3
(A0AνVρσ + A0VνρAσ + V0νAρAσ)
−
8
3
A0AνAρAσ]}] (9)
where
Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ − i[Vµ, Vν ]− i[Aµ, Aν ]
and
Aµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − i[Vµ, Aν ]− i[Aµ, Vν ]
8
VV
A
V
VV
V
Figure 1: The axial anomaly vertex diagram with final state vector field-lepton rescattering.
As the vertex renormalization of the triangle diagram of the axial vector - vector - vector
vertex, the photon rescattering diagram was considered[25, 26, 27]. The divergence of the
axial vector current that couples to the topological anomaly reads
∂µF5µ(x) = 2im0j
5(x) +
α0
4
F ξσ(x)F τρ(x)ǫξστρ (10)
Renormalization of the axial current anomaly including the rescattering diagram (Fig.1)
was investigated in[25]. It was shown by [26] that the axial current vertex renormalization
factor ZA and the wave function renormalization factor Z2 are related by
ZA = Z2[1 +
3
4
(α0/π)
2 log(Λ2/µ2) + · · · ] (11)
and
〈∂µj5µ〉 = 〈FµνFˆ
µν〉ext(1−
3e40
64π2
log
Λ2
m2
)
Using the dual quaternion bases ψ, φ and their charge conjugate partner Cψ,Cφ, it is
possible to make three vector particle exchange diagrams that introduce the axial anomalies
as shown in Figs.2-13. We adopt the Coulomb gauge and the gauge particle that couples to
x4 or x
′
4 satisfies
~∇ · ~A = 0[28, 29].
The Dirac spinor interacts with self-dual vector fields x1, x2, x3 and axial current vertices
A1, A2, A3. We consider instanton contribution, and select the momentum transfer at the
axial vector vertex to be 0.
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x3
x2
x3'
x2'
A1
Ξ12
Ξ4
Ξ31
Ξ2
Ξ14
Ξ3
Ξ1234
Figure 2: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
3x
′
2 type and its rescattering.
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x3'
x2'
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Ξ12
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Ξ31
Ξ24
Ξ1
Ξ34
Ξ123
Figure 3: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
3x
′
2 type and its rescattering.
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x3
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Ξ31
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Ξ12
Ξ4
Figure 4: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
3x
′
2 type and its rescattering.
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x3
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Ξ34
Ξ123
Ξ24
Ξ314
Ξ23
Ξ124
Ξ0
Figure 5: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
2x
′
3 type and its rescsttering.
x3'
x2'
x3
x2
A1'
Ξ3
Ξ1234
Ξ2
Ξ314
Ξ23
Ξ124
Ξ0
Figure 6: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
3x
′
2 type and its rescattering.
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Ξ2
Ξ31
Ξ234
Ξ12
Ξ4
Figure 7: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
2x
′
3 type and its rescsttering.
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Ξ34
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Figure 8: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
3x
′
2 type and its rescattering.
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Ξ14
Ξ3
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Figure 9: The triangle loop diagram of axial
anomaly. A1x
′
2x
′
3 type and its rescsttering.
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Ξ4
Figure 10: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A2x3x1 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ0
Figure 11: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A2x3x1 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ12
Ξ314
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Ξ4
Figure 12: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′2x3x1 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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x3'
x1
x3
A2'
Ξ1
Ξ1234
Ξ3
Ξ124
Ξ31
Ξ234
Ξ0
Figure 13: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′2x3x1type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ23
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Ξ12
Ξ3
Ξ24
Ξ1
Ξ1234
Figure 14: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A2x3x1 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ12
Ξ34
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Ξ14
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Figure 15: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A2x3x1 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ124
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Ξ24
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Ξ1234
Figure 16: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′2x3x1 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ34
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Ξ14
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Figure 17: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′2x3x1type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ14
Ξ23
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Ξ4
Figure 18: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′3x1x2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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x2
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Ξ24
Ξ123
Ξ14
Ξ234
Ξ12
Ξ314
Ξ0
Figure 19: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′3x1x2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ1
Ξ23
Ξ124
Ξ31
Ξ4
Figure 20: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′3x1x2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ1234
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Ξ234
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Ξ314
Ξ0
Figure 21: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A′3x
′
1x
′
2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ14
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Ξ24
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Figure 22: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A3x
′
1x
′
2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ234
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Ξ12
Ξ314
Ξ0
Figure 23: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A3x
′
1x
′
2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ31
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Ξ23
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Ξ24
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Figure 24: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A3x
′
1x
′
2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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Ξ31
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Ξ23
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Ξ12
Ξ314
Ξ0
Figure 25: The triangle loop diagram of ax-
ial anomaly. A3x
′
1x
′
2 type and its rescatter-
ing.
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We define the eigenfunctions
H±0 ψ
±
pi
(p) = νpψ
±
pi
(p), H±0 φ
±
pi
(p) = −νpφ
±
pi
(p), (12)
where νp =
√
|p|2 +m2 positive, and
ψ+pi(p) =
1
N(p)

 pi
νp +m

 , ψ−pi(p) = 1N(p)

 νp +m
pi

 (13)
and
φ+pi(p) =
1
N(p)

 −(νp +m)
pi

 , φ−pi(p) = 1N(p)

 −pi
νp +m

 . (14)
The normlization is N(p) =
√
2νp(νp +m), and the overlaps of the wave functions are
[ψ−pi ]
†ψ+qj = [φ
+
pi
]†φ−qj =
pi
νp
= Ppq (15)
and
[φ−pi]
†ψ+qj = −[ψ
+
pi
]†φ−qj =
m
νp
δpq = Qpq (16)
We remove the suffices ±, and define φ−p = cφp and ψ
−
p = cψp. The combination (ψp, cψp)
and (φp, cφp) are Dirac spinors of a particle and an anti particle, respectively.
The triangle diagram that introduces the axial anomaly is produced by taking the prop-
agator between the two vector vertices xi, xj to be ξ0, ξ1234, ξ4 or ξ123. In the case of A1x2x3
vertex, to incorporate antisymmetry of x2 and x3, I define the propagator as
−γ1p1 +m
p21 +m
2
γ0.
The Figs.2-5 give the anomaly contribution,
ΓA = Tr[(γ3x3)
γ1p1 + γ3Q3 +m
p21 +Q
2
3 +m
2
(γ1γ5A1)
−γ2Q2 − γ1p1 +m
p21 +Q
2
2 +m
2
×(γ2x2)
−γ1p1 +m
p21 +m
2
γ0] (17)
The trace becomes
−4im(p21 +m
2)A1x2x3
1
(p21 +Q
2
3 +m
2)(p21 +Q
2
2 +m
2)(p21 +m
2)
= −4imA1x2x3
1
(p21 +Q
2
3 +m
2)(p21 +Q
2
2 +m
2)
. (18)
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The imaginary part will correspond to the instanton contribution. The Figs.6-9 give
ΓB = Tr[(γ1x1)
γ2p2 + γ1Q1 +m
p22 + Q
2
1 +m
2
(γ2γ5A2)
−γ2p2 + γ2Q3 +m
p22 +Q
2
3 +m
2
×(γ3x3)
−γ2p2 +m
p22 +m
2
γ0] (19)
The trace becomes
−4im(p22 +m
2)x1A2x3
1
(p22 +Q
2
1 +m
2)(p22 +Q
2
3 +m
2)(p22 +m
2)
= −4imx1A2x3
1
(p22 +Q
2
1 +m
2)(p22 +Q
2
3 +m
2)
(20)
The Figs.10-13 give
ΓC = Tr[(γ2A2)
γ3p3 + γ2Q2 +m
p21 +Q
2
2 +m
2
(γ3γ5A3)
γ3p3 + γ1Q1 +m
p23 +Q
2
1 +m
2
×(γ1A1)
−γ3p3 +m
p23 +m
2
γ0] (21)
The trace becomes
−4im(p23 +m
2)x1x2A3
1
(p23 +Q
2
2 +m
2)(p23 +Q
2
1 +m
2)(p23 +m
2)
= −4imx1x2A3
1
(p23 +Q
2
2 +m
2)(p23 +Q
2
1 +m
2)
(22)
The two gauge particle propagators are
1
Q2
and
1
Q′2
.
∫
dQ4πQ2
∫
dQ′4πQ′2
1
Q2Q′2(p2 +Q2 +m2)(p2 +Q′2 +m2)
= (
∫
dQ
4π
(p2 +Q2 +m2)
)2 =
4π3
p2 +m2
(23)
The integration of the quark momentum p yields the quantity proportional to the free
energy density in the finite temperature field theory[34]. We parametrize p2 +m2 = ω2n +
p¯2 +m2 = ω2n + E
2 and calculate
I(m) =
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(
1
2E
+
1
E
1
eE/T − 1
)
= T
∫
d3p
(2π)3
1
p¯2 +m2
+ 2T
∞∑
n=1
1
(2πTn)2 + p¯2 +m2
= T
∫
d3p
(2π)3
1
p¯2 +m2
+ 2T
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
n=1
∫
d3p
(2π)3
(−m2)l
[(2πnT )2 + p¯2]l+1
(24)
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where ∫
d3p
(2π)3
1
E
1
eE/T − 1
is modified to the sum of the contribution from
E
T
= 2πin and the complex integral formula
T
∑
n
f(2πnT ) =
∮
dz
2π
f(z)
1
eiβz − 1
is used.
The integral can be done in usual dimensional regularization. Taking the zero-temperature
part in the dimensional regularization
∫
d3p
(2π)3
1
p¯2 +m2
= −
m
4π
one finds
Tµ2ǫ
∫
d3−2ǫp
(2π)3−2ǫ
1
p¯2 +m2
= −
mT
4π
+
T 2
12
−
m2
16π2
[
1
ǫ
+ log
µ¯2
T 2
− 2(log 4π − γ)]
+
ζ(3)
128π4
m4
T 2
+ · · · (25)
We have summed up the contribution from triangle vertices A1x
′
2x
′
3, x1A
′
2x3, x
′
1x
′
2A3 and
x1x2A
′
3. The vertices of x
′
2ξ31ξ4 and x
′
3ξ12ξ4 or x
′
2ξ314ξ0 and x
′
3ξ124ξ0 have the same sign,
and products has the positive sign. Relative signs of the vertices A1ξ12ξ31 and A1ξ124ξ314
is not known apriori, but via transformation G23, ξ31 and ξ314 are interchanged and the
sign of the vertices x1ξ12ξ314 and x1ξ124ξ31 are opposite. The sign of vertices A
′
2ξ14ξ34 ,
A′2ξ1ξ3, A3ξ314ξ234, A3ξ31ξ23, A
′
3ξ24ξ14 and A
′
3ξ2ξ1, which we denote Aiξeven/oddξeven/odd can
be defined from those of xiξeven/odd(G23ξeven/odd) = xiξeven/oddξodd/even, which are fixed by the
tri-linear form tφCXψ. Hence in the Coulomb gauge, the vertices Aiξeven/oddξeven/odd and
A′iξeven/oddξeven/odd for i = 1, 2, 3 can be defined by assuming invariance under G23.
In the π0 → γγ decay the model based on eq.(10) was successful but in the η → γγ or
η′ → γγ there appears ambiguities in the relative strength of j53µ and j
58
µ [27], in which instan-
tons could play an essential role. t’Hooft’s hypothesis that singularities of the amplitudes
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calculated in QCD on the quark-gluon basis reproduces that on the hadron basis was ques-
tioned in [27]. In our model the vector particles exchanged in the intermediate state after the
triangle vertex are photons, but in the infrared, gluon exchange admixture would become
important[27]. Polarization of the intermediate gluon depends on the momentum direction
of the initial meson in non-trivial way, and whether the singularity in the quark-gluon level
does not reproduce that of the hadron level is not so evident.
4 Summary and outlook
We studied the axial vector current coupling to quark triangle diagram defined by the di-
vergence of the axial vector current, using the triality symmetry of quarks expressed by
octonions. The axial anomaly appears as a reflection of the symmetry of the matter field.
In the PCAC theory, a pion field is described as a divergence of the axial current
∂µA
µa = fπm
2
πφ
a.
Since the axial current anomaly appears as a reflection of the triality symmetry of matter
field, one could argue that condensates whose quantities have commonly viewed as constant
empirical mass-scales that fill all-space time, are instead wholly contained within hadrons[35,
36].
It is argued in [37] that the QCD condensates are vacuum properties and not hadron
properties. In our opinion, the vacuum in which vector fields are produced is defined by the
triality symmetry of spinors that interact with the vector fields, and the vacuum properties
are in fact defined by hadrons when we observe vector fields. As discussed in [36], the
magnetic field inside the super conductor is expelled by the super current induced by matter
and the Cooper pair condensates are constants only within the matter that supports them.
The triality symmetry could explain the discrepancy of the critical flavor number of QCD
in the SF scheme and in the MOM scheme. The momentum dependence of the running
coupling αs(q) derived in MOM scheme lattice simulation of domain wall fermions, suggests
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that the system of Nf = 2 + 1 is not so far from the conformal window[14]. In the SF,
matching of lattice configurations of different scales on spacial boundaries is necessary, and
one could attribute the extra flavor number in SF as compared to the MOM scheme as due
to the triality symmetry which could be selected in the MOM scheme.
If e−, µ− and τ− belong to their definite triality sector, EM interaction is sensitive to
the triality, and quarks in the strong interaction and neutrinos in the weak interaction
do not select the triality, one can produce neutrino mass without invoking right-handed
neutrinos[17].
Leptons in the detector of our telescope belongs to a quaternion basis. Photons emitted
from by the EM interactions in the triality sector different from that of our telescope will not
be detected. In the space of octonions, except the instanton contribution that appears in the
world transformed by G23, galaxies transformed by five transformations G23, G12, G13, G123
and G132 will appear as non-luminous matter, or a dark matter.
Astronomically, measurements with WMAP space crafts confirm that almost exactly 5
times more dark matter than the normal matter are observed[38], which coincides with the
number of triality symmetry transformations of an octonion. The spectral analysis of 511keV
emission from positron annihilation from the galaxy[39] also suggests that the cluster of dark
matter, which could be particles in a different triality sector than that in our solar system
are distributed in the galaxy.
The cosmological model with ’standard’ Einstein’s Cosmology Constant Λ defines the
density ρΛ =
Λc2
8πG
, and the Hubble expansion rate H defines the density ρcrit =
3H2
8πG
. The
ratio of the dark matter density ρDM devided by the critical density ρcrit i.e.
ρDM
ρcrit
= ΩDM
is about 24% while the ratio of baryon density
ρbaryon
ρcrit
= Ωbaryon is about 4%, which means
that the ratio of the mass of the dark matter and the normal matter in the universe as a
whole is almost 5 as expected.
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